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ABSTRACT

This study is aimed to test the difference in performance among companies with various types of ownership (foreign, state, and private) on a sample of 206 companies listed in ISE (Indonesian Stock Exchange) between 1999-2006 resulting in 795 company-year observations. The ANCOVA model and multiple comparison methods are used to test the hypothesis that private-owned companies have better performance than state-owned enterprises and foreign-owned companies have better performance than private-owned companies. Contrary with the hypothesis, the result shows that state-owned enterprises have better performance than private-owned companies. The possible explanation for this is because state-owned enterprises have more experience than private-owned companies (based on LogAge). State-owned firms may get some special facilities (including the easiness to get debt funding) from government. The result also shows that foreign-owned companies have better performance than private-owned companies which support the hypothesis. Foreign-owned companies have more experience in managing enterprises than private-owned companies. Furthermore, foreign-owned companies in some industries tend to be more active in doing investment than private-owned companies. There are some implications of these results. First, different ownership type gives different effect to the company's performance. Second, government can consider foreign ownership in its privatization policy.
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INTRODUCTION

Studies concerning ownership structure and its influence towards company performance remains to draw broad interests, considering that some opinions suggest that company performance are dependent upon who owns the company (Hadad et al., 2003). Company ownership structures that are concentrated whether concentrated towards the government, private, or foreign parties allows the different influences towards company performance. The different types of ownership will provide different abilities and incentives to control the manager (Boubakri et al., 2005a). Hanousek et al. (2007) analyzed the influence of the type of ownership concentration towards performance using a large population from a Czech Republic companies following the events of mass privatization. Hadad et al. (2003) tested the influence of ownership based on legal bodies/individually owned, listed/unlisted, private/government, total number of share holders, and joint private/domestic banks towards performance as well as violations towards Indonesian Banking. Ngoc & Ramstetter

Policies of State Owned Enterprise (SOE) privatization are frequently used as a strategy to improve SOE performance. Following the governments actualization of privatization of 3 from 14 SOE’s in 2007, the government planned a privatization target of 28 SOEs in 2008 (Meitisari, 2007). Almost all the programs of privatization that have been performed, reserves a right for majority control from the government. Government ownership remains above 51%, in exception of Indosat that had released more than 85% of government ownership. The government’s return to SOE privatization policies in 2008 indicates the poor performance of SOEs. According to Shleifer & Vishny (1997), privatization emphasizes on profit making and efficiency. Studies by Boubakri & Cosset (1998), D’Souza & Megginson (1999), Boubakri et al. (2005b), and Loc, Lanjouw & Lensink (2004) in Irwanto (2006) demonstrate that company performance had improved following privatization. Matters of corporate governance are frequently used to explain the poor performance of government companies including the separation of the public (ownership or tax payers) and the bureaucrats (Boubakri et al., 2005a). The bureaucrats, particularly for government companies, place primary focus on pursuing political goals that are frequently contrary to the goals of maximizing profit (Shleifer & Vishny, 1997). The current study does not focus on the privatization that presumes this moment in Indonesia. However, places larger focus on testing government ownership that has, to the present, been judged to perform poorly.

Although some SOEs have displayed fine performance, specifically those which have gone public, however this does not imply that their performance surpasses the performance of private or foreign companies. Studies from Shleifer & Vishny (1997) provide empirical evidence that SOE’s are inefficient compared to private companies. Frydman et al. (1997) discovered that private ownership dramatically improves performance and company revenue of Czech Republic, Hungarian & Polish companies. Nasution (2007a & 2007b) stated that the experience in several countries demonstrate that private ownership is the best choice. Government companies are not controlled by the public and are rather controlled by bureaucrats that prioritize their political interests over the welfare of the people (Marciano, 2008).

Current advances have led to privatization policies through strategic sale, namely the sales to foreign companies that display professionalism and encourage the transfer of know how and transfer of knowledge (Primiana, 2003). The benefits of having foreign investors include the available access for technological advancement and know how, foreign equity participation, and export channels to the global market (Widjaja, 2007). The presence of foreign business is also considered to stimulate increased productivity of domestic companies, efficiency and competition, which will enable them to hinder continuous business bankruptcy. Purwoko (2002) concluded that SOE privatization using the private placement method is most optimal. Fries & Taci (2005) demonstrated that bank privatization with foreign ownership as the majority is most efficient. This implies that dominant foreign ownership will result in better performance compared to private/domestic ownership. Based on the study of Purwoko (2002), it can be concluded that the presence of foreign investors are able to improve SOE performance, apply the principles of good governance in SOE management, increase access to international markets, alter working cultures, and contribute to cover National Budget deficits compared to
private investors. Based on the study of Husnan (2001), multinational corporations have better monitoring and control towards management and are more transparent compared to non-multinational corporations, therefore management will be able to accommodate the actual interests of company owners. The study of Ngoc & Ramstetter (2004) demonstrates that multinational corporate performance is better compared to private and government owned companies because they possess capital, work productively, have higher wage levels and larger scale trade. Marciano (2008), in his study, stated that foreign banks acquire modern information and technology and advanced human capital; serve customers with efficient costs; exhibit quality in price and product variety; acquires the abilities to measure and manage risk as well as to perform sufficient monitoring; better efficiency and finally the performance of foreign companies are better compared to domestic owned banks.

The domination of government ownership over SOEs that go public and the plans of privatization as a policy taken by the Indonesian government becomes one of the reasons this study is conducted. Because of the differences of company ownership type, whether from the government, private, foreign, the current study becomes extremely important to observe whether different performances are evident for companies that are owned by different shareholders.

THEORETICAL BASES AND HYPOTHESES

Agency Theory

Agency relations refer to a contract, in this case, one party, the principal, who hires another party, the agent, to execute the company’s management on behalf of the principal. The separation of ownership and control causes the different interests between the shareholders (principal) and the management (agent). Shareholders have the primary objective to maximize the company’s value to continue increasing its wealth. The separation of ownership functions and control possibly allows management to act opportunistically and sacrificing the interests of shareholders. Such actions may occur since management holds the function of decision making and controls information.

Jensen & Meckling (1976) demonstrated that managers have the tendency to act with perquisites and opportunistic actions, for example, the forms of executive luxurious benefits which are covered by company revenues. Such events lead to agency problems. Agency problems are caused by asymmetric information between the owner and the manager, when one of the parties holds access to information, while the other does not. Moral hazard may also occur as a result of the agency problems triggered by two issues, namely, different goals or interests between the principal and the agent, and because the activities performed by the agent are difficult to identify and diversify by the principal. Moral hazard hampers overall company operation efficiency. Government companies have large tendencies to experience perquisites and moral hazard compared to non government ownership (Marciano, 2008).

According to Jensen & Meckling (1976) the problems of agency and agency cost equity can be reduced by adding managerial ownership in the company. Managerial ownership in the company creates a feeling that the manager enjoys the wealth that he/she has strived for, therefore the manager becomes no longer inclined to be opportunistic and conduct perquisites. Managerial ownership by the managers serves as an incentive to improve company performance. Corporate governance relates with how the investor is certain that the manager will not misuse the funds invested by the investors to unprofitable projects, and also related to how the investor controls the managers (Shleifer & Vishny, 1997). The mechanism of corporate gover-
nance cannot be separated from the efforts to minimize agency conflicts between the principal and the agent.

Ownership Structure

Listed companies in Indonesia have an ownership composition structure that is rather different compared to those of Europe or United States. In the European and American capital markets, separation of ownership and monitoring has already been conducted by an independent body which holds large power. The ownership structure is distributed (dispersed ownership) therefore allowing agency conflicts between the manager and the shareholders (owners). Such issues are most apparent among American companies that are listed in the NYSE (Husnan, 2001). In contrast to Indonesia, most of the listed companies have shareholders in the form of business institutions for example Limited Company that sometimes becomes a representation of the company’s founder. The characteristics of Indonesian ownership structure are much more concentrated (closely held) therefore the founder can also play the role as the direction board or commissioner. It is not surprising that lots of families that have large shares, assume key positions in the company. It could also be said, that in general, Indonesian companies are owner-controlled firms where the conflict that occurs, is not of the manager and the shareholder but between majority shareholders (controlling shareholders) and minority shareholders. Such characteristics are largely evident in listed companies in the Indonesian Stock Exchange and in Korea (Husnan, 2001).

The ownership structure reflects the decisions that are made by shareholders in the present as well as potential parties intending to become shareholders. Within concentrated ownership, the majority shareholder has the incentive to control and monitor the operations of the company. The costs to perform monitoring are smaller compared to the benefits that are gained in form of the improved performance/company value because the company has been managed well. Major shareholders also have the power to pressure management to improve the company’s performance. This is distinguished to dispersed ownership, where the problem of a “free rider” is present. Within dispersed ownership, the costs for monitoring is larger compared to the benefits gained. The smaller residual claims cause shareholders of the dispersed ownership to be reluctant in performing monitoring actions. This leads to the collapse of the monitoring mechanism and therefore the problem of the free rider emerges.

Dhawadkar et al. (2000) classifies the ownership concentration patterns into two forms, namely dominant (majority equity ownership) and distributed ownership (multiple no majority owners). The researchers discovered that the high level of ownership concentration caused effective monitoring (Berle & Means, 1932; Hill & Snell, 1989). The higher ownership concentration related with the low costs for coordination, due to ownership concentration, demonstrates that there are few owners that coordinate, and a few holding significant voting power, enabling them to limit managerial discretion (Boeker, 1992; Hill & Snell, 1989). The high level of ownership concentration can reduce information asymmetry between the principal and the agent, as the concentrated owner can request information from management (Hill & Snell, 1989). Boubakri et al. (2005a) observed the role of ownership structure and investor protection in corporate governance prior to privatization using a sample of 209 companies that have been privatized in 39 countries in 1980 - 2001. Boubakri et al. (2005a) discovered positive influences from ownership concentration towards company performance, particularly in countries with weak protection towards investors. Boubakri et al. (2005a) also explained that concentrated ownership is
an effective internal mechanism of corporate governance.

Types of Ownership

Based on the literature review made by Dharwadkar et al. (2000), six basic types of ownership exist which operate independently or occur in combination, namely: foreign investment (multinational corporations), local institution investors (banks), local individual investors (society members or citizens), managers (top management), workers (non top management employees), and the state/government. The six types are categorized as either outsiders or insiders. Outsiders consist of foreign players, local institutional investors and or local individual investors, while insiders refer to managers, workers and or the state.

Hanousek et al. (2007) did not only place emphasis on broad ownership categories but also judged whether the different ownership types reflect ownership business activities that results in greater understanding towards ownership influence towards performance. Several types of ownership, either domestic or foreign, have different implications towards the company goals, constraint and governance. According to Hanousek et al. (2007), six domestic ownership types exist, while two foreign ownership types exist. The six types of domestic ownership include the state, industrial companies (non-financial), banks, investment funds, individual firms and portfolio. While the two types of foreign ownership include industrial companies (non financial) and all other forms of foreign ownership. Hanousek et al. (2007) also extended the ownership category type to three ownership groups, namely domestic, foreign and government. The category types used in the study is based on Hanousek et al. (2007) and Berger et al. (2005) namely ownership by the government, domestic and foreign.

Ownership and Performance

Joh (2003) discovered that companies with low ownership concentration experience low profitability, by controlling company and industrial characteristics. Empirical evidences in developed countries demonstrate that although low concentrated ownership applies, however increased market value of the company may still be effectively achieved (Barclay & Holderness, 1991; Holderness & Sheehan, 1988; Mikkelsen & Rubback, 1991). Therefore, although indicating low concentrated ownership, the company continues to be effective in the context of strong governance. In fact, according to Dharwadkar (2000), ownership concentration may operate effectively only in the presence of dominant owners (larger than 50%), with regard to voting mechanisms. This is because, first, when the number of shareholders increase, collective actions becomes increasingly expensive due to the higher costs of coordination (McDonald, 1993); second, the low availability of information, norms are not exposed, due to the absence of a medium to access information which creates difficulties in monitoring minority shareholders (Khanna & Palepu, 1999).

Berger et al. (2005) analyzed the static, selective and dynamic influence of foreign, private, and government ownership towards performance of banks in Argentina in the 1990s, by inserting relevant influence indicators of corporate governance. The results of the study demonstrated that government bank ownership displays poor long term (static) performance, at the time of privatization remained to display poor performance (selection effect), and following privatization the bank’s performance improved dramatically (dynamic effect). Hanousek et al. (2007) analyzed the influence of several ownership types and ownership concentration towards performance of Czech companies following the periods of mass privatization. The results of the study indicate that influences of
ownership type and ownership concentration towards performance remains limited compared to previous studies. The argument that is proposed is that in the first 4 years following privatization (1996-1999), the influence of performance from several ownership types is limited and the private ownership type does not produce a different influence with majority ownership or the Single Largest Owner (SLO), referring to the government. The study of Hanousek et al. (2007) also demonstrated the positive influence of foreign ownership detected by foreign majority ownership and foreign industrial companies. Husnan (2001) studied comparisons of company performance with shareholders that control multinational corporations and non multinational corporations. The results of the study indicated a difference in corporate governance (which is a proxy of financial decisions) and company performance. Non multinational corporations perform funding without much attention drawn towards the principles of good governance principles.

Research Hypotheses

Hanousek et al. (2007) argued that the three ownership categories, namely government owned, private owned, and foreign owned are believed to result in different influences towards performance. Ngoc & Ramstetter (2004) discovered differences of performance between multinational corporations and non multinational corporations (government and non-government). Differences in the performance may be caused by the difference of corporate governance, cost efficiency, experience, work culture, and etc. Based on the elaborations above, the following hypothesis is made:

H1: There are differences of performance between government, private and foreign ownership types.

Hadad et al. (2003) argued that the larger bank ownership by the government will tend to make the banks experience a slow development of performance. This relates with corporate governance of the government which is considered poor compared to private owners, and also because of the lack of effective control of the company by the government compared to private owners. The problem of corporate governance emerges because of the separation of company ownership and control (Husnan, 2001). According to Boubakri, et. al. (2005a), this problem is frequently used to explain the poor performance of the government including the problem of separating the public (owner of tax payer) with the bureaucrats (political actors). Patriadi (2003) stated that SOEs cannot provide optimal performance, lack the ability to develop the market, and have not been able to accelerate economic growth. Bonin, et. al. (2005a) stated that bank ownership by the government is inefficient in providing services. Furthermore, Bonin, et. al. (2005b) stated that bank ownership by the government is most poor compared to the other owners. Several experiences in countries prove that private ownership serves as the best choice (Nasution, 2007a & 2007b). Fries & Taci (2005) demonstrated that private banks are more efficient compared to government owned banks. Cull & Xu (2005) found that private owned companies have positive influences towards the level of profit reinvestment. A study from Dewenter & Malatesta (1998), cited in Patriadi (2003) provides evidence that SOE's are inefficient compared to the private companies. Frydman, et. al. (1997, 1998), cited in Patriadi (2003) demonstrates that private ownership can dramatically improve performance and increase revenue in Czech, Hungarian, and Polish companies. Earl & Estrin (1997), cited in Patriadi (2003) stated that the basic economic indicators for private companies are better compared to SOEs based on comparison of economic performance among more
than 2000 SOEs and private Russian companies. Experience in several countries demonstrate that private ownership frequently shows to operate more efficiently compared to state companies and, are also the best choices (Sitompul, 2004; and Nasution, 2007a & 2007b). Based on the elaborations above, therefore the type of ownership based on government or private ownership towards performance will be tested in Indonesian companies. Based of the elaboration the following hypothesis is made:

H2a: Company performance with the private ownership (domestic) type is better compared to the company performance of the government ownership type.

Bonin, et al. (2005a & 2005b) demonstrated that bank ownership by foreign parties is most efficient. Purwoko (2002), in his article concluded that SOE privatization using private placement by foreign investors with investments above 50% will provide the most optimal benefits. Fries & Taci (2005) demonstrated that bank privatization by foreign ownership as its majority is the most efficient. Companies with foreign ownership are more capable of performing monitoring and control towards management and are more transparent compared to private owned companies therefore it is expected that the actions of management will be in line with the interests of the company shareholders. A study by Husnan (2001) provides evidence that multinational corporations display better monitoring and control towards management and are more transparent compared to non-multinational corporations. This implies that dominant foreign ownership gives better performance compared to private owned companies. A study from Ngoc & Ramstetter (2004) revealed that in general, foreign companies (foreign MNCs) have higher worker productivity, capital intensity, wage levels, investment tendencies, and trade compared to non-MNCs. Based on the elaborations above, the following hypothesis is made:

H2b: Company performance with the foreign ownership type is better compared to private owned companies (domestic).

RESEARCH METHODS

Research Data

The population of the study comprise of all companies enlisted in the Indonesian Stock Exchange from 1999 to 2006. The sample is taken by means of purposive sampling with the judgment sampling type and using the following criteria: Companies are enlisted in the Jakarta Stock Exchange (presently referred to as Indonesian Stock Exchange), companies have data of shares ownership above 50%, the company status is clearly established, namely Foreign Investment, Domestic Investment, and State Owned Enterprise, Non Multinational Corporations. The type of data used in the study is secondary data originating from ICMD (Indonesian Capital Market Directory) and the company annual report from 1999-2006 obtained from ISE. The final observation includes 795 observations comprising of 206 companies.

Definition and Variable Measurement

The study uses accounting performance indicators expressed in the form of Return on Equity (ROE) and market performance, referring to Price to Book Value Ratio (PBV) and Price Earning Ratio (PER). Return on Equity = Net Profit / Share Capital. The ROE ratio measures the ability of the company to produce net profits based on a certain level of capital (Hanafi, 2004). ROE reflects the extent to which a company has obtained output of the funds invested by the shareholders. This ratio serves as a measure of profitability and is observed from the perspective of the shareholder. The following presents the calculation of ROE ratio: Return on Equity = Net Profit / Share Capital.
Price/Book Value ratio refers to the equity market value towards the equity book value, namely the measurement of shareholder equity stated in the balance. Equity market value comprises of potential future growth, therefore the PBV ratio is expected to be higher for companies with higher opportunities of growth (Ramezani, et. al., 2002). The following presents the formula for the calculation PBV: PBV = Market Value of Equity/Book Value of Equity.

PER refers to the indicator which is widely used to observe potential investment of a company, calculated from the comparison of market price per sheet with net income per sheet of shares. The formula for Price Earning Ratio (PER) is as follows: PER = Market Value per share/Net Income per share.

The independent variables that are used namely type of ownership, company size, years, and industry. The study differentiates 3 groups of ownership, namely government ownership, private ownership, and foreign ownership based on the study of Hanousek, et. al. (2007) and Berger, et. al. (2005). The study extremely determines the majority of shares with a proportion above 50%. According to Dharwadkar (2000) ownership concentration can operate effectively only in the case of dominant owners (larger than 50%), with regard to voting mechanisms.

The larger the size (assets) of the company, the larger the opportunity for the company to achieve expected performance levels. Therefore, the better the company is in managing its assets, the better the company’s performance. Proxy measures of the company used by Demsetz & Villalonga (2001), Ramezani, et. al. (2002), and Welch (2003) include logarithm values from total asset. Logarithm values from total asset are used so that the total assets, as a proxy for the company’s size, appear smooth.

Based on the study of Ramezani, et. al. (2002), change of the dummy years demonstrate the adjustment of values all year long, therefore it enables the identification of different patterns of reduction/increase of performance from year to year. Based on the arguments of Ghozali (2006), the influence of time can be inserted with the assumption that performance functions shift over time due to factors of technology advancement, government regulations, tax policies, and external influence for example war or other conflicts.

Demsetz (1983) explained that company performance is determined by environmental constraints. Ownership concentration depends on the level of certainty in the company environment. The current study does not merely test the influences of various company ownership types towards performance but also brings into consideration the type of industry as a controlling variable. Company performance is influenced by the level of competition of each industry which is different for each different type of industry (Hanousek, et. al., 2007). Ownership and the utilization of resources which is different among different industries cause differences in performance. According to Demsetz & Lehn (1985) the dummy variable industry is used to control the possibilities of spurious correlation between ownership structures with performance due to the industry effect. The industry variable is used to accommodate the presence of different competition levels between industries as well as the distinct characteristics of each industry.

Data Analysis Method:

Hypothesis tests are performed using the Ancova (Analysis of Covariance) model. The equation model used in the study is as follows:

\[ \text{Performance} = \mu + \text{Type Own} + \text{Firm Size} + \text{Year} + \text{Industry} + \varepsilon \]

Description:

Performance = measures company performance using the proxy of ROE, PER and PBV.
\( \mu \) = regression intercept, that measures the mean from ROE or PER or PBV for all independent variables that are used.

**Type Own** = type of ownership, using the category \( P = \) government, implying majority ownership by the government; \( S = \) Private, implying majority ownership by private parties; and \( A = \) Foreign, implying majority ownership by foreign parties.

**Firm Size** = the control variable for company size, that is a proxy for the logarithm of company assets.

**Year** = years, refer to the control variable for the years that demonstrate influence of years towards performance, using the category \( 1 = 1999, 2 = 2000, 3 = 2001, 4 = 2002, 5 = 2003, 6 = 2004, 7 = 2005 \), and \( 8 = 2006 \).

**Industry** = industry, serves as the control variable for industries that have an influence towards company performance, using the category \( 1 = \) Agriculture, Forestry, & Fishing; \( 2 = \) Animal Feed & Husbandry; \( 3 = \) Mining & Mining Service; \( 4 = \) Construction; \( 5 = \) Food & Beverages; \( 6 = \) Tobacco Manufactures; \( 7 = \) Textile mill products; \( 8 = \) Apparel & Other Textile Products; \( 9 = \) Lumber & Wood Products; \( 10 = \) Paper & Allied Products; \( 11 = \) Chemical & Allied Product; \( 12 = \) Adhesive; \( 13 = \) Plastic & Glass Products; \( 14 = \) Cement; \( 15 = \) Metal & Allied Product; \( 16 = \) Fabricated Metal Products; \( 17 = \) Cables; \( 18 = \) Electronic & Office equipment; \( 19 = \) Automotive & Allied Product; \( 20 = \) Pharmaceuticals; \( 21 = \) Consumer Goods; \( 22 = \) Transportation Services; \( 23 = \) Telecommunication; \( 24 = \) Whole Sale & Retail Trade; \( 25 = \) Banking; \( 26 = \) Credit Agencies other than Banks; \( 27 = \) Securities; \( 28 = \) Insurance; \( 29 = \) Real Estate & Property; \( 30 = \) Hotel & Travel Services; \( 31 = \) Machinery; \( 32 = \) Others.

\( \varepsilon \) = regression error.

The first hypothesis is not rejected when the \( F \) is statistically significant (significance probability < \( \alpha \)). The second hypothesis is tested using the *multiple comparison* analysis. Hypothesis 2a is not rejected when the value of *mean difference* for private-government indicates a positive and significant value, while hypothesis 2b is not rejected when the value of *mean difference* for foreign-private indicates a positive and significant value (significance probability < \( \alpha \)).

**EMPIRICAL TESTS AND RESEARCH RESULTS**

**Hypothesis Test 1**

The results of the first hypothesis test use logPER, logPBV, and logROE as the proxy for performance and are presented in the following table 1.

The table presents a difference of performance between foreign, private, and government ownership, implying that the first hypothesis is supported. This is evident from the F-test value as large as 2.52 for the performance proxy logPER, 3.44 for the performance proxy logPBV, and 10.03 for the performance proxy logROE, which is significant with the as large as 10%, 5%, and 1% respectively. Company performance is influenced by *firm size* for the three performance proxies. Table 1 also demonstrates the difference of company performance between years and between industries based on the significant F-test value with a significance level \( \alpha \) of 1% for all performance proxies used in the study.

**Hypothesis Test 2**

Hypothesis test 2 is performed by comparing the average performance of ownership type using multiple comparisons. The comparisons are presented in the following (table 2).
Table 1. Performance Differences

Hypothesis tests use the *covariance* analysis. The equation which is used to test the hypothesis is as follows:

\[
\text{Performance} = \mu + \text{Type Own} + \text{Firm Size} + \text{Year} + \text{Industry} \varepsilon
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>LogPER</th>
<th>LogPBV</th>
<th>LogROE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type Own</td>
<td>2.52**</td>
<td>3.44**</td>
<td>10.03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm Size</td>
<td>5.84**</td>
<td>11.43***</td>
<td>24.00***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>10.41***</td>
<td>8.84***</td>
<td>4.70***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>3.45***</td>
<td>4.30***</td>
<td>3.80***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***, **, * indicates the significance levels of 1%, 5%, 10%.

Source: Processed *Data*.

Table 2. Performance Differences Based on Ownership Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ownership Type</th>
<th>LogPER</th>
<th>LogPBV</th>
<th>LogROE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean difference</td>
<td>Standard error</td>
<td>Mean difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private-Government</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign-Private</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** indicates significance at the 1% level.

Source: Processed *Data*.

Hypothesis 2a which states that company performance for private owned companies is better compared to government owned companies is not supported. Conversely, company performance for government owned companies is better compared to the private owned companies, which is apparent from the *mean difference* value as large as -0.17 for performance proxy logPBV and -0.19 for logROE and both are significant with \( \alpha = 1\% \). Meanwhile, hypothesis 2b is supported, and is apparent in the *mean difference* value of foreign-private which is positive and significant with \( \alpha = 1\% \), for both proxy performance logPBV and logROE.

LogPER, logPBV, and logROE are used in the study because its use in the model produces residual distribution normality. Explanations of the results indicating that performance of government owned companies are better than private owned companies, and that foreign owned companies perform better than private companies, relates to the use of debt (seen from the *Debt to Equity Ratio* of the company, *DER*), company investment activity (seen based on *Capital Expenditure*, *Capex*), operational cost efficiency (seen based on *Operating Expense*, *Opex*), experience (seen based on age of company, *LogAge*), and incentive from the government based on effective *tax rate* (seen based on *TaxRate*). Table 3 presents the results of the multiple comparison tests based on the variables *DER, Capex, Opex, LogAge, dan TaxRate*:

Table 3 demonstrates higher debt for government owned companies compared to private owned companies, based on the DER *mean difference* values for private-government as large as -1.95 and significant with \( \alpha = 1\% \). This can be interpreted by suggesting that the government owned companies tend to gain
Table 3. Differences of DER, Capex, Opex, LogAge, and TaxRate Based on Ownership Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Private-Government</th>
<th>Foreign-Private</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean Difference</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DER</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>0.58***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capex</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opex</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogAge</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaxRate</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *** indicates significance at 1%. SE = standard error. DER = Total Debt/Total Equity (Ramezani et al., 2002 and Husnan, 2001). Capex = (Total fixed assets−total fixed assets−) / total asset (Griner & Gordon, 1995). Opex = Total operational costs/total asset (Fries & Taci, 2005). LogAge = Age of company, based on the year of establishment (Villalonga & Amit, 2006). TaxRate = ratio pre-tax income = tax paid/profit prior to tax payment (Moh’d et al., 1998).

Source: Processed Data.

ease in using their debt, particularly related to cost of debt that must be issued by the company. The mean difference value of logAge for private-government is as large as -0.25 and significant at α=1%, which demonstrates that government owned companies have larger experience. The mean difference value for LogAge demonstrates the tendencies for government owned companies to be reluctant to shift or be replaced by other forms of ownership. Overall, government owned companies exhibit better performance compared to private owned companies in the aspects of ease of using debt, and experience.

Companies with foreign ownership types have an average logAge which is larger compared to the private owned companies, implying that foreign owned companies have more experience compared to the private owned companies. Therefore, the company performance of foreign owned companies is better compared to private companies, not because of operational cost efficiency, investment activity or government incentives in form of tax rate, but because foreign owned companies are more experienced compared to the private owned companies.

Each industry possesses their own characteristic in the form of different accounting reports, and the results of tests based on industry demonstrates that companies with the government owned companies operating in the field of constructions tend to gain ease in using debt, namely paying for cost of debt which is lower compared to their private counterparts. In addition, government owned companies working in the mining and mining service, constructions, cement and telecommunication are more experienced compared to their private counterparts.

Foreign owned companies, in almost all fields (animal feed and husbandry, mining and mining service, food and beverages, tobacco manufactures, apparel and other textile product, cement, cables, automotive and allied products, consumer goods, and whole sale and retail trade), have more experience compared to the private owned companies. Although based on the average industries overall, no significant differences were found in investment activity (capex) between foreign-private, however some industries, namely industries operating in constructions, food and beverages, tobacco manufactures, apparel and other textile product, metal and allied product, pharmaceutical, consumer goods, credit agencies other than banking, and insurance, foreign owned companies have significantly larger capex compared to private owned companies. This implies that foreign owned
companies with regard to industry are more active in investing compared to the private owned companies.

The overall comparison demonstrates the performance differences between ownership types are not merely caused by experience or use of debt but, as is the case for specific industries, but also because of differences in investment activity, operational cost efficiency and government incentive in form of tax rate.

IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The study contributes to the understanding of performance differences among ownership types. The results of the study demonstrate that foreign and government owned companies perform better compared to private owned companies. The results of the study are consistent with the findings of Fries & Taci (2005), Ngoc & Ramstetter (2004), Berger, et. al. (2006), and Bonin, et. al. (2005a & 2005b), that demonstrate different ownership types result in different influences towards company performance. The results of the study is also consistent with the argument of Hadad, et. al. (2003) that a company’s performance is influenced by who owns the company.

The study demonstrates that foreign ownership type performs better compared to the private owned companies. Based on the results of the analysis, foreign owned companies perform better compared to private owned companies because they are more experienced in managing the company. Studies from Boubakri & Cosset (1998), D’Souza & Megginson (1999), Boubakri, et. al. (2005b), and Loc, et. al. (2004), cited in Iwananto (2006) demonstrate that company performance improves in the event of privatization. In 2008, the government performed privatization policies towards 13 companies. Therefore the government can consider foreign owned companies in future implementation of privatization.

The current study demonstrates that government owned companies perform better than private owned companies. The findings are inconsistent with the study’s hypothesis. Therefore, performance differences between government owned and private owned companies need to be further investigated using samples with larger representation from government owned companies for example extending the period of the study or considering companies that do not go public. The performance proxy which is used remains limited, therefore further studies could use other performance proxies with considering companies from various fields of industries.
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